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It's a fork at version 1. This repository is released around the npm. The premium icon font for Ionic Framework. Designed by @benjsperry. Note: All brand icons are trademarks of their respective owners. The use of these brands does not indicate the endorsement of the brand holder by Drifty, nor vice versa. Visit ionicons.com and look at the search function, which has keywords that identify common icon
names and styles. For example, if you search for arrow we invoke each icon that could potentially be used as an arrow. We also included each icon's class name for easy copy/paste when you develop! We envisage this icon package to be used with Ionic, but it is by no means limited to it. Use it wherever you see good, personally or commercially. They are free to use and licensed under MIT. At the
beginning download and extract the font pack Copy the ionics.css to your project Copy the fonts folder to your project Ensure the font urls within ionicons.css properly refer to the fonts path within your project. Include a reference to the ionons' .css includes each webpage you need to use it. Or install with component: $component install driftyco/ionicons Or maybe you're known to use bower? $bower install
ionika HTML Sample You can use ionicons.com easily find the icon you want to use. Once you've copied the desired icon's CSS class name, simply add the icon and icon's class name, such as ion-home to an HTML element. &lt;i class=icon ion-home&gt;&lt;/i&gt; Build instructions This repo already comes with all the files built and ready to go, but can also build the fonts from the source. Requires Python,
FontForge and Sass: Install FontForge, which is the program that creates the font files from the SVG files: $brew install fontforge ttfautohint Install Sass$gem sass Add or subtract files from the src/folder you want to be apart of the font files. Change any settings in the builder/manifest.json file. You can change the name of the font family and CSS class name prefix. Run the build command: python
./builder/generate.py Ionicons is licensed under the MIT license. Page 2 This is a fork at version 1. This repository is released around the npm. The premium icon font for Ionic Framework. Designed by @benjsperry. Note: All brand icons are trademarks of their respective owners. The use of these brands does not indicate the endorsement of the brand holder by Drifty, nor vice versa. Visit ionicons.com and
look at the search function, which has keywords that identify common icon names and styles. For example, if you search for arrow we invoke each icon that could potentially be used as an arrow. We also included each icon's class name for easy copy/paste you evolve! We envisage this icon package to be used with Ionic, but it is by no means limited to it. Use it wherever you see good, personally or
commercially. They are free to use and licensed licensed MIT. At the beginning download and extract the font pack Copy the ionics.css to your project Copy the fonts folder to your project Ensure the font urls within ionicons.css properly refer to the fonts path within your project. Include a reference to the ionons' .css includes each webpage you need to use it. Or install with component: $component install
driftyco/ionicons Or maybe you're known to use bower? $bower install ionika HTML Sample You can use ionicons.com easily find the icon you want to use. Once you've copied the desired icon's CSS class name, simply add the icon and icon's class name, such as ion-home to an HTML element. &lt;i class=icon ion-home&gt;&lt;/i&gt; Build instructions This repo already comes with all the files built and
ready to go, but can also build the fonts from the source. Requires Python, FontForge and Sass: Install FontForge, which is the program that creates the font files from the SVG files: $brew install fontforge ttfautohint Install Sass$gem sass Add or subtract files from the src/folder you want to be apart of the font files. Change any settings in the builder/manifest.json file. You can change the name of the font
family and CSS class name prefix. Run the build command: python ./builder/generate.py Ionicons is licensed under the MIT license. Need help upgrading to Ionic Framework 4.0? Get help with our Enterprise Migration Services EXPLORE NOW search for version 3.0 icons adding community labels to better detect version 2.0 icons sponsored by Infinite Red, Created by Sia Karamalegos Star or Wear
Ionons v2.0.0 Cheatsheet, Selectable: Escape HTML: CSS Content: 121416182124328 Class Name : Selectable: Escaped HTML: CSS Content: 12141618212432486496. Ionic v2.0.0 Cheatsheet, 733 icons: Ionicons Homepage. 12 14 16 18 21 24 32 48 64 96. Class Name: Selectable: Escaped HTML: CSS Content: Ionicons Cheatsheet, Ionicons Cheatsheet, 318 icons. Icon Name, iOS, Material Design.
add. add-circuit overview. Aircraft. Alarm. Albums. Alert. American football. Analytics. Ionic is the app platform for web developers. Build amazing mobile, web, and desktop apps all with one shared codebase and open web standards The premium icon package for Ionic Framework, Use. Ionons is a completely open-source icon set with 1,300 icons made for web, iOS, Android, and desktop apps. Ionic is
made for Ionic Framework, Ionons is an open-sourced and MIT licensed icon pack. Ionic for Ionic v2/3 are on the Ionic Docs. The premium icon font for Ionic Framework. 100% free and open If you mean the size they actually appear on the screen the icons are really just a font. Increase the font size on your icon and it will get bigger. If you want new and different icons, you can use any svg format icon or
grab another package of icons that are used as a as the @aluknot called. The size of these icons can be changed with the font size property in your Ionic CSS file.. icon { font size: 50px; } Once the size is setup, the same code will produce the following screenshot as the output - Ionic is the app platform for web developers. Do amazing mobile, web and desktop apps all come with one shared codebase
and open web standards responding native-ionicons, Miss any of our Open RFC calls? Watch the recordings here! » respond-native- ionicons. 4.6.5 • Public • Published 6 months ago. Readme · ExploreBETA · 0 Search for information about Find responsive native developers. Browse and get instant results. FastQuickSearch can help you find multiple results in seconds. Try it. Icons, Customizable icons for
Respond Native with support for NavBar/TabBar, image of 'react-native'; import Icon from 'react-native-vector-icons/Ionicons'; function Search for Information About Respond native developer. Browse and get instant results. TopSearch can help you find multiple results within seconds. Try it. oblador/react-native-vector-icons: Customizable icons for , To use the Ionicons in React Native you have to import
react-native-ionicons dependency that an Icon component will provide. You can use this Icon component responsive-native-vector-icons is a set of icon libraries including Entypo, FontAwesome and more. They are natively installed on each platform assets. The cool part is that it also includes Ionicons, a large set of icons that implement the Material Design and iOS designs. GitHub ion iconionic-
team/ionicons: Premium handmade icons built by, Ionicons is a completely open-source icon set with 1,300 icons made for web, iOS, Android, and desktop apps. Ionic is built for Ionic Framework, so icons Premium handmade icons are built by Ionic, for Ionic apps and web applications anywhere  - ionic-team/ionicons What &amp;amp; #39;s new Top to bottom retraction of each icon to better suit the
latest iOS and Material platform styles. ionons · GitHub Topics · GitHub, a simple rating library for responsive native support: decimal points, Directional icons, custom icon set of Ionics, custom images and record rating given by Premium handmade icons built by Ionic, for Ionic apps and web applications anywhere  -bo96/ionicons nbs-it/ionicons-v2.0.1: The premium icon font for Ionic, The premium icon
font for Ionic, The premium icon font for Ionic. Contribute to nbs-it/ionicons-v2.0.1 development by creating an account on GitHub. GitHub is where the world builds software. Millions of developers and companies are building, sending and maintaining their software on GitHub — the largest and most advanced development platform in the world. Ionika escape HTMLIonicons v2.0.0 Cheatsheet, Selectable:
Escape HTML: CSS Content: 12141618212432486496. Class Name : Selectable: Escaped HTML: CSS Content: 12141618212432486496. Ionic v2.0.0 Cheatsheet, 733 icons: Ionicons Homepage. 12 14 16 18 21 24 32 48 64 96. Class name: EscapeD HTML: CSS Content: Iononika v1.5.2 Cheatsheet, Electable: Escape HTML: CSS Content: 12141618212432486496. Class Name : Electable: EscapeD
HTML: CSS Content: 12141618212432486496. Ionikale v1.5.2 Cheatsheet, Cheatsheet, icons: Ionons Home Page. 12 14 16 18 21 24 32 48 64 96. Class Name: Selectable: Escaped HTML: CSS Content: CSS\HTML - How to add Ionons to CSS content property?, You are missing an @font-face statement that imports the Ionicons font face, plus the .onoffswitch inner:after statement does not specify the
Ionicons v2.0.0 Cheatsheet, 158 icons: Ionikale 12 14 16 18 21 24 32 48 64 96. Class name: Selectable: Escaped HTML: CSS Content: Ionicons SVGIonicons is an open source and MIT-licensed icon package. Ionic for Ionic v2/3 are on the Ionic Docs. The premium icon font for Ionic Framework. 100% free and open Ionika is a completely open source icon set with 700+ icons made for web, iOS, Android,
and desktop apps. Ionic is built for Ionic Framework, so icons have both Material Design and iOS versions. react-svg-ionicons perform an IonIcon component, similar to the Ionic's ion-icon Web Component There is a very incredible icon set out there, but the set of the Ionic framework - Ionicons - is still one of my favorites. This is surely a matter of taste, but I love the icon style, their support of SVG and the
fact that it is completely free and open source (MIT licensed). Ionic 1 iconThe premium icon font for Ionic Framework, Ionicons v1.5.2 Cheatsheet, 601 icons: Ionicons Homepage. 12141618212432 486496 Escape HTML: CSS Content: Made With Love by the Ionic Framework. Ionic is the app platform for web developers. Build amazing mobile, web, and desktop apps all with one shared codebase and
open web standards Ionicons v1.5.2 Cheatsheet, 601 icons, The size of these icons can be changed with the font size property in your Ionic CSS file. .icon { font size: 50px; }. A walkthalle through from being Ionic installed, creating a new project, building the UI, adding logic, testing, deployment on the device, and publishing to multiple app stores. Community forum discusses and shares ideas, hacks and
questions with others built with Ionic on the official Ionic Forum. Ionic: The premium icon package for Ionic Framework, Ionies is the web developer app platform. Build amazing mobile, web, and desktop apps all with one shared codebase and open web standards. The premium icon font for Ionic Framework. 100% free and open source. MIT licensed. Tweet Follow @ionicframework Iie icons scriptThe
premium icon pack for Ionic Framework, Usage. Ionons is a completely open-source icon set with 1,300 icons made for web, iOS, Android, and desktop apps. Ionics is made for Ionic Framework, a cross-platform hybrid and Progressive Web App framework. Ionics is an open source and MIT-licensed icon package. Ionic: The premium icon font for Ionic Framework Ionicons for Ionic v2/3 is on the Ionic Docs
ionicons, Do you want to use Ionicons without Ionic Framework? Post the following Follow @ionicframework IonIcons • Iconify, To use Iconify without relying on Iconify API, there is possibility to host custom API and bundle icons with custom scripts or use Iconify for React or Angle. Ionic is the app platform for web developers. Build amazing mobile, web, and desktop apps with one shared codebase and
open web standards
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